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Executive Summary 
The purpose of this deliverable is to contribute to development of methodology and 
assess needs for taking up innovative and energy-efficient urban logistics solutions in 
order to recommend best solutions for implementation. The deliverable consolidates 
some known best practices in Europe and Asia with focus on selected successful 
initiatives and solutions in cities where packages of best practice measures have been 
implemented. The deliverable provides input to R&D and policy development related to 
innovative and energy-efficient urban logistics solutions in the Netherlands, Sweden, 
France, China and Singapore.  
The following selection of urban logistics solutions has been made to illustrate a set of 
innovative and energy-efficient urban logistics solutions in Europe, China and Singapore.  
Table 1: Selections of Urban Logistics best solutions 
Cities Selections of Urban Logistics Solutions 
Gothenburg Stadsleveransen; Climate smart city distribution KNEG; Micro 
terminal 
London Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS); Delivery and 
Servicing Plans; and Construction Logistics Plans 
Paris Logistics in the Paris land use master plan; Distripolis; 
Monoprix Rail Project 
Shanghai The Freight Market 
Singapore Transport Demand Management via Vehicle Quota System 
(VQS) supported with smart technologies 
Utrecht Environmental zone; Innovative delivery vehicles: Beer Boat 
and Cargohopper 
The selections are based on reviewing published case studies; University of Newcastle 
for London/Singapore, University of Leeds for Paris/Utrecht and Volvo Group for 
Gothenburg/Shanghai.   
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Viajeo PLUS Project Overview 
The main aim of the Viajeo PLUS project is to identify and define clear implementation 
strategies for the successful deployment of innovative sustainable urban transport 
solutions in European, Latin American, and Asian (China and Singapore) cities and in 
Mediterranean Partner Countries (MPC), fostering collaboration between these regions 
on a global scale.  
To meet the Viajeo PLUS vision, successful experiences of implementing innovative 
urban mobility solutions across the world are identified and shared. Experience and 
knowledge are exchanged through showcases, site visits, workshops and dissemination 
learning materials. The Viajeo PLUS consortium develops a ‘Virtual Solution Book’ 
providing a detailed description of these initiatives and executive implementation plans 
for greater uptake by cities intending to implement any of these solutions. 
Viajeo PLUS also facilitates “cross-learning”, a two-way approach introducing innovative 
urban mobility solutions in European cities to both Latin American and Asian cities plus 
MPCs and vice versa, whereby European cities and industrial organisation gather first-
hand experience of mobility solutions on the global stage.  
The cross-learning process also develops a comprehensive understanding of state-of-
the-art, R&D trends and policies in different regions, in order to empower European 
industry for future global competition and support European cities in their role to meet 
sustainable urban mobility objectives established by the European Union. The cross-
learning process has also been extended to MPCs where European industry and 
researchers currently have limited knowledge and local contacts. Overall, Viajeo PLUS 
has significantly supported European industry to strengthen its competiveness in the 
global markets.  
Finally, Viajeo PLUS will prepare the foundations for future collaboration with global 
cities. It will define clear implementation strategies for the successful deployment of 
innovative and sustainable urban transport solutions. It will also prepare 
recommendations for the EC on future collaboration with other global regions. 
1.2 Overview of this deliverable 
Solutions for urban logistics and freight solutions, particularly those related to last mile 
delivery, have been studied in several earlier projects with a European focus e.g. 
BESTUFS, CIVITAS, TURBLOG and ELTIS. In this work package for innovative urban 
logistics the reports from these earlier projects has been studied and a selection of 
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European urban solutions has been made to illustrate solutions for European megacities 
like London and Paris and for typical medium cities like Utrecht and Gothenburg.  
For Brazil solutions have been studied in various cities in Brazil as part of the TURBLOG 
project (TURBLOG 2010). The conclusion from this report is that Brazil does not have 
examples of worldwide best solutions for urban freight, so that is why Brazilian cities are 
not included in this deliverable.  
For China, urban logistics solutions from the city of Shanghai have been studied and the 
freight market has been selected as an innovative solution for urban logistics.  
And finally innovative urban logistics solutions in Singapore have been selected. 
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2 Gothenburg  
2.1 General Description 
Gothenburg is the second largest city in Sweden by 
population, and situated on the west coast of Sweden. 
The city has approximately 540,000 inhabitants, the 
metropolitan area around 800,000 inhabitants and a 
surface of approx. 2,400 km2.  
The main industries include shipping since Gothenburg 
is the major harbour in Scandinavia. Trade, logistics 
have been important since the city was founded 400-
years ago when the East-Indian-Company was in 
operation. Today pharmaceutical, biotechnical and 
automotive industries are of key importance for the 
city. Gothenburg hosts the headquarters and factories 
of both Volvo Group (Trucks and Buses) and Volvo Cars.  
In the past decades, the city has been one of the main pilot sites for many national and 
European R&D projects and has developed and implemented many innovative transport 
solutions for freight and logistics.  
2.2 Solutions  
The increasing congestion in Gothenburg is not only a problem to the environment but 
also for the logistics sector. Hence three solutions for innovative urban distribution have 
been included in this report; Stadsleveransen, Collaborative city distribution and the 
Micro terminal. 
2.2.1 Stadsleveransen  
One implemented solution is the City Delivery called “Stadsleveransen” an example of 
last-mile logistics solution where small deliveries are consolidated and distributed with 
zero emission vehicles in the city centre. Stadsleveransen is a goods consolidation 
service, which receives packages to the inner city in Gothenburg and performs 
consolidated last mile deliveries with electric vehicles. Stadsleveransen also picks up 
outgoing goods from the businesses in the city centre, source (Bestfact Gothenburg City 
Logistics Initiatives)  
This solution consists of 
• Common goods reception for small and midsize shops in the city centre 
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• Reception check and consolidation of goods 
• Delivery to shops according to time schedule 
• Trained personnel managing the reception/registration and the deliveries 
• Free participation for a limited number of shops 
 
Figure 1: City Delivery Concept "Statsleveransen" source (Bestfact Gothenburg City Logistics Initiatives) 
From the perspective of the city this solution has resulted in a reduction of heavy traffic 
in the area and shorter time periods for unloading/loading by heavy traffic, leading to 
reductions in congestion and inner city area noise level. At present, Stadsleveransen 
receives 300-400 packages daily at the consolidation terminal near the city centre, 
which is then consolidated and delivered by two electric distribution cars, and two cargo 
bikes. Almost 400 companies receive goods from Stadsleveransen. The long term future 
aim is to consolidate all small volume deliveries that arrive to the city centre during 
daytime. Larger shipments arrive generally before office hours early in the morning in 
fully loaded trucks, and there are no significant potential benefits for consolidation 
these volumes. Stadsleveransen has almost eliminated the emissions from the last mile 
distribution of the goods handled by the service, and the driving distances in the area 
has been cut by approximately 50%. There are also significant improvements regarding 
the handling time for the goods. 
2.2.2 Climate smart city distribution - KNEG 
To secure a vibrant inner city there is a need for efficient freight transports to the city 
centre stores to compete with the shopping centres in the city outskirts, yet reducing 
emissions from the transport sector. Hence a collaborative city distribution has been 
developed, aiming at halving the emissions from the transport sector until 2020. The 
initiative has expanded to a larger project in Gothenburg called ‘Climate smart city 
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distribution’ (KNEG) that is a triple helix project where the commercial, authorities and 
academia actors works together. Collaborative city distribution solution increases 
transport efficiency, filling-rates improved economic result and lower environmental 
impact. The solution is provided by DB-Schenker and the fleet operator TGM and 
involves 100 vehicles involved through one of northern Europe's largest logistics 
terminals. 
 
Figure 2: Public Transportation of goods as presented by DB Schenker (www.logistics.dbschenker.se)  
The smart logistics solution means packages that ride with “public transport” and 
optimize routes in city centres through better coordination of parcels and heavy goods. 
2.2.3 Micro terminal 
The local distribution at the Lindholmen Science Park (www.lindholmen.se) has been 
organised in a micro-terminal concept to minimise the goods transportation and reduce 
number of vehicles. Fourteen different organisations (mainly education organisations) 
have been connected to the terminal and share the logistics resources. The micro-
terminal has been in operation handling goods receiving, distribution and waste 
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management since June 2008. It has been handling mail since December 2008 and has 
been in full commercial operation since 2011.   
 
Figure 3: Microterminal at the Lindholmen Science Park campus, source CLOSER, www.lindholmen.se 
2.3 Users and stakeholders 
Common for the three solutions is the City of Gothenburg as the authority and the users 
in the commercial centres in the city. There are also several industrial actors from the 
transport sector such as DB Schenker and Volvo Group and from the academia in 
Chalmers University of technology and Gothenburg University.  
In common is also the intermediary neutral actor Lindholmen Science Park that operates 
as a knowledge environment space hosting 350 companies with an international 
perspective. Its mission is to attract the highest number as possible of companies, 
students, business, to provide an open innovation environment, the Open Arena 
Lindholmen. The concept of the Open Arena is to facilitate the collaboration in the 3 
aspects i.e. Transport, ICT and Media, between the 21,000 people working for 
companies hosted by LSP. The science park is dedicated to research and development in 
mobile communication, intelligent vehicles and transports systems, and modern media 
industry. Currently the biggest companies are Volvo Cars, Volvo Technology, Ericsson, 
IBM, Semcon, and SVT. The main operators of Lindholmen Science Park are Gothenburg 
Municipality, Chalmers University of Technology, the University of Gothenburg, Volvo 
Group, Ericsson, Volvo Cars, Business Region Göteborg, TeliaSonera, Saab, and the 
Swedish Road Administration.  
2.4 The key success factors 
The common key success factor for the selected logistics solutions in Gothenburg are; 
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 Local collaboration between the users/customers and transport providers. The 
collaboration is enabled through network meetings and joint projects to identify the 
needs and creating solutions. In Gothenburg there is a forum established since many 
years with focus on city logistics. 
 Joint projects with public funding to introduce innovative solutions are required to 
develop and test competitive solutions in real operation. Leverage with local, 
regional, national and European research and innovation public funding together 
with industrial and private funding to develop commercially viable solutions of great 
importance.  
 International research and innovation collaboration is essential to learn and share 
experiences, best practice and solutions with other cities. It is important to 
collaborate in all triple-helix dimensions (academia, authorities, industry) together 
with the users. 
2.5 Key Enablers 
The key enablers have been; 
 Neutral solution, business operated by a joint organisation, owned by the merchants 
and the real estate owners 
 Political support (exceptions from regulations, funding support) 
 Initial funding from development projects, real estate owners and other companies 
 Subcontracting deals with transport companies 
 Advertising on the vehicles 
2.6 Key Barriers 
The most common problem is lack of financial resources after an initial pilot phase, 
which could be mitigated by developing well-founded and realistic business plans and 
models. It may also be important to have a “neutral” operator/owner running the 
logistics solution since there may be resistance among transport companies to transfer 
parts of transport assignments to direct competitors. 
2.7 Looking into the future 
The selected solutions are currently running in small scale and it will be important to 
scale up and continue to develop the solutions. In smaller scales it may be hard to reach 
reasonable financial efficiency; hence the service may also be combined with other 
services in order to be more efficient in smaller scales. Continued collaboration in the 
city of Gothenburg and further introduction of new technology solutions is anticipated 
to meet the sustainability vision for the city.  
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The city will also transform during the coming years with extensive urban development 
in new infrastructure and living and shopping areas, like further exploration of the 
central located harbour areas that will open for distribution innovation.  
There is also a potential to leverage on the successful introduction of full electric city-
buses in the Electricity program, hence sharing both goods and people transport in the 
same urban transport network. There are plans to further develop light-BRT lines and 
extensive automation trials in the Drive Sweden initiative. This will enable continued 
innovation for safer and efficient urban goods transport. 
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3 London urban logistics solutions 
3.1 General Description 
There are a number of well-known successful urban logistics interventions in Britain and 
most obviously in London as the capital city of UK with long history of transportation 
development to sustain population and economic growth. By the mid-2020s London’s 
population will grow to approximately 9.5 million and over 5 million jobs (Wainwright 
2015). For London, the importance of urban economy and urban lifestyle have attracted 
attention of a number of city stakeholders (i.e. government at all level, business and 
industry, citizen, and academia) to understand urban freight transport better than it 
used to be. This is simply due to the fact that with the population and economic growth, 
the land use would certainly not grown but has to be shared among people, businesses 
and beyond, so thus regulated to be in optimal and efficient operation condition. Land 
use planning is indeed needed to take account of the location of urban logistics 
activities. 
Recent development of the urban freight transport initiatives demonstrates increasing 
efforts of embedding sustainability context to improving economic, social and 
environmental impact of urban freight activities. The last national funded research in 
the UK that looked at the sustainability strategies for city logistics concluded three most 
prominent initiatives that are being commonly used UK (notably centred around London 
experience as the main economic capital of Europe)  and beyond (source: Allen & 
Browne 2010):  
1. Urban Consolidation Centres; 
2. Joint working between the public and private sectors; and 
3. Environmental Zones. 
In London, the three initiatives above are being successfully implemented. Next, the 
section focusses on the recent development of urban freight management in London 
that has been subsequently implemented and included in London Freight Plan 
(Transport for London 2007). Within the Plan document, three initiatives were 
promoted: 
1. Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS); 
2. Delivery and Servicing Plans; and  
3. Construction Logistics Plans. 
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3.2 Solutions  
3.2.1 Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS)  
FORS is a membership scheme that is free of charge to any company operating vans or 
lorries in London; it provides operators with practical advice and guidance to help 
reduce fuel consumption, CO2 emissions, vehicle collisions and penalty charges (Browne 
et al. 2012). FORS aims to improve driver behaviour, vehicle and fleet management and 
safety and efficiency in transport operations. The programme is delivered through 
company training, workshops and electronic guides and tools. 
 
Figure 4 FORS BESTFACT use case info, Source: EU FP7 BESTFACT Project (www.bestfact.net)  
3.2.2 Delivery and Servicing Plans (DSP) 
DSPs were intended to provide a framework to better manage all types of freight vehicle 
movement to and from individual buildings (Browne et al. 2012). In recent time, this 
definition has broadened into a large organisation with multi-site buildings, as individual 
buildings operation management is not necessarily typical of a large organisation policy. 
The DSP strategy is centred on the receiver within the supply chain, as opposed to 
traditional urban freight intervention strategies that have focused on the transport 
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operator (Zunder et al. 2014). It is a management and organisation of multiple 
operations of last mile deliveries that can be optimised by efficient freight planning in an 
organisation. Despite its novelty, DSP application is still at the trial level with limited 
known of its use, especially with regards to real business conditions (Leonardi et al. 
2014). 
 
Figure 5 City logistics strategies supporting DSP, Source: EU INTEREG IVB LAMILO project 
(www.lamiloproject.eu) 
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3.2.3 Construction Logistics Plans (now usually known as Construction 
Logistics and Cyclist Safety - CLOCS)  
The 2007 TfL freight report introduced the successful use of consolidation centre for 
construction to serve four major construction sites in the City of London between 2005 
And 2007 to reduce the number of deliveries going directly to the construction sites and 
thereby reducing traffic congestion and vehicle emissions (Browne et al. 2012). 
Consolidating goods at the London Construction Consolidation Centre eliminated the 
use of Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) or articulated goods vehicles for site delivery and 
significantly reduced the use of vans as well documented in City Logistics handbook for 
Authorities (SUGAR 2011, p.54-59). 
 
Figure 6 Construction Consolidation Centre concept2 
In recent times, issues have arisen from the increasing accident rate for cyclists in 
London from HGVs have been highlighted. The construction logistics industry responded 
with the formation of Construction Logistics and Cyclist Safety (CLOCS) 
(www.clocs.org.uk). CLOCS can be seen as a standard for construction logistics 
                                                      
2 source: EU INTEREG IVC SUGAR project (www.sugarlogistics.eu) 
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developed by industry to guide work related road risk in contracts, and providing toolkit 
to promote safety for HGV (Wainwright 2015). 
 
Figure 7 CLOCS guide as part of construction logistics plans3  
 
3.3 Users and stakeholders 
Ideally, each of the above solution should be given detail description and credit for 
supporting city logistics solutions in London. But, due to size limitation in this particular 
section, we would report particularly on Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme (FORS). 
This is also applies to the following section 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. FORS users are 
Freight Transport Operators (mainly in London).  
                                                      
3 source: CLOCS available at: http://www.clocs.org.uk/standard-for-clocs/ 
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Stakeholders: freight operators (users), Transport for London (regulator), London citizen 
and businesses. 
 
3.4 The key success impacts, key enablers and barriers for FORS and 
beyond 
FORS is currently recognised as the industry benchmark for safe and efficient fleets and 
is now a national accredited scheme (since 2015). FORS is currently (source: Wainwright 
2015): 
 Has 182,000 vehicles accredited to the scheme; 
 9,576 operating centres , 66% of which are depots in London; 
 Over 10,500 drivers have attended the Safe Urban Driving course; and  
 In the process of appointing a concessionaire   
It can be said that the combination of other measures alongside FORS which have 
influenced the success of FORS and beyond in London has included (source: Wainwright 
2015):  
 Use of the planning system (i.e. re-timing and booking, vehicle routing, use of 
consolidation and holding areas, consideration of alternative modes, engine 
standards, vehicle safety features and driver training) 
 Strong policy basis as reflected in many local (London borough) Development 
Plan Documents; 
 Standards developed by Industry (i.e. Construction, CLOCS); 
 Enforcement, i.e. Industrial Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) Task Force to reduce 
road safety risk posed by HGVs; 
 Retiming deliveries, i.e. to improve street quality, safer roads and reduced 
congestion; 
 Consolidation (i.e. upstream consolidation, centralised procurement and 
intensified / concentrated procurement); 
 Engagement programme (i.e. freight forum meetings, weekly road freight 
bulletin, enhanced events engagement such as tour de France in London, etc.). 
Generally the key enablers are driven by needs and demand for London to be more 
competitive and ensuring all stakeholders within the city run their businesses efficiently 
while maintaining their quality of life. But certainly a number of key aspects play larger 
role in making FORS worked as it is expected to deliver (source: author of this report): 
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 Government/Authority of the City to be innovative to find solutions to improve 
city logistics; 
 Private sector innovation and involvement in addressing the city logistics issue; 
 Freight Quality Partnership that allows issues and solutions to be discussed 
between key stakeholders; 
 Financial support from the local and central government to keep the measures 
alive; 
 Positive attitude of businesses in response to the implementation of the scheme 
by the authority; 
 Some of the key barriers are: 
 Incentives/subsidies from the central government to keep FORS running within 
the private sector;  
 Financial burden for small operators which are actually quite the majority of 
freight operators (it is true that FORS was initially funded by the authority but 
over time it has gradually become a private initiative and requires new 
membership with a fee for all training and associated activities). 
 
3.5 Looking into the future 
For FORS, the scheme is being extended beyond London to become a national 
accreditation scheme. So for cities within UK with urban freight issues, they are being 
encouraged by the central government to adopt FORS towards addressing city logistics 
alongside other measures.  
The vision for the current London Freight Plan is: safer vehicle, right time, and right 
place. Transport for London is working with boroughs, the freight industry and their 
customer to (source: Wainwright 2015): 
1. Support London’s economy and ensure future policies to support growth; 
2. Introduce a step-change in road safety through vehicle design and driver 
behaviour; 
3. Tackle worsening congestion and air quality by shifting the majority of deliveries, 
collections and servicing activities to outside peak periods – and across 24/7 
where possible without disturbing residents – in Central London and areas of 
major development; 
In practice, city logistics in London will need to be supported by three key dimensions 
that need to be in good balance:  
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1. Voluntary activity by marketing/working with industry, and research, advice and 
guidance; 
2. Incentives via infrastructure, support and subsidies (pricing); 
3. Regulation via policy, licensing and permits.  
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4 Paris urban logistics solutions  
4.1 General Description 
The City of Paris covers an area of 105 km² and has a population of 2.2 million 
inhabitants. It is part of the Ile-de-France region which covers 12,000 km², and has 11.8 
million inhabitants. Paris has a strong reputation for its innovative solutions concerning 
urban freight transport and logistics. Three such solutions are covered in this section: 
 Logistics in the Paris land use master plan 
 Distripolis: urban consolidation centres and battery-electric vehicles for last-mile 
deliveries 
 The Monoprix intermodal rail project 
4.2 Overall description of solutions  
4.2.1 Logistics in the Paris land use master plan 
Paris has a history of including freight transport and logistics in master planning. One 
example of such inclusion is the Plan Local d’Urbanisme (PLU) (Land Use Master Plan of 
the City of Paris) made in 2006. Amongst other measures, the PLU identified specific 
spaces to be reserved for logistics areas accessible by rail or waterways, creating land-
use areas called UGSU areas (zone Urbaine de Grands Services Urbains  (Urban Zones for 
Large Urban Services) . Figure 8 shows the location of the UGSU (in brown): it can be 
seen in the figure that they are all adjacent to main line rail stations. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: The 2006 logistics land use map of the city of Paris (Source: City of Paris) 
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4.2.2  Distripolis  
The Distripolis concept combines urban consolidation centres and battery-electric 
vehicles for last-mile deliveries. BoxBox 1 provides summary information taken from 
ELTIS (2015a). Further information about Distripolis is provided by GEODIS (2011) and 
BESTFACT (2013).   
Box 1: Information about Distripolis (source: ELTIS, 2015a) 
 
 
 
Box 4.1: Distripolis (source: ELTIS, 2015a)  
By Editor / Updated: 21 May 2015 
 
To the two regular links in the supply chain – grouped shipments to warehouses and deliveries by truck 
or light vehicle to towns – Distripolis adds a third link: logistics bases located in cities, from which 
vehicles adapted to final-kilometre logistics make deliveries. 
Geodis’ Distripolis urban logistics programme is made up of: 
 Grouped shipments to a platform in the city (Bercy platform in Paris); 
 “BLUE” Environmental Urban Bases, located in the city close to the main retail districts (eight in 
Paris), that are supplied several times a day by Euro 5-compliant trucks and, in the long-term, 
Euro 6-compliant or hybrid trucks with a gross vehicle weight of more than 12t; 
 Deliveries from the BLUE bases for parcels and pallets weighing less than 200 kg by ecological 
vehicles adapted to final-kilometre deliveries, namely electric light vehicles and power-assisted 
tricycles; 
 Deliveries from the platform for goods of over 200 kg by Euro 5-compliant vehicles and, in the 
long-term, Euro 6-compliant or hybrid vehicles. 
Distripolis uses the equipment and systems that are best suited to optimising energy consumption, 
limiting pollution and reducing disturbances. For the final kilometre, and from the BLUE bases, 
Distripolis uses clean and quiet vehicles and equipment: “Electron” electric light commercial vehicles 
with a load volume of 20 cubic metres, power-assisted tricycles, and electric pallet trucks boasting silent 
operation. 
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4.2.3 Monoprix Rail Project 
The Monoprix project provides an example of best practice concerning the use of 
intermodal solutions for urban logistics involving rail. Box Box 2 provides information 
about this project taken from ELTIS (2015b). Further information is provided by 
TURBLOG (2011), SUGAR (2011), Dablanc (2013), and Diziain et al (2014).  
Box 2: Monoprix Rail Project (source: ELTIS, 2015b) 
 
  
By Editor / Updated: 25 May 2015 
 
Since 2007 Monoprix, a major French retailer, has reduced its reliance on lorry deliveries and has been 
dispatching goods to its stores in Paris using trains and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) vehicles for last-mile 
deliveries. This sustainable multimodal solution – which involved renovating a platform at a city centre 
train station – has resulted in significant reductions in CO2 and NOx emissions, reduced the need for 
warehouse space and generated a positive public ‘green’ image for the retailer. The increased knowledge 
and experience in the field of multimodal transport and logistics, meanwhile, could also be a competitive 
advantage for Monoprix in the event of France’s controversial eco-taxes being introduced. 
The high demand for freight in the Paris area poses a big challenge and it is crucial to ensure an efficient 
and sustainable distribution of goods. Even though the city is at the centre of the radial structure of the 
French railway network, the share of rail freight transport is very low: in the Île de France region, the share 
of road transport is as high as 90 per cent and almost 100 per cent in the last mile. The increasing traffic 
congestion and the negative impacts caused by road transport have mobilised authorities to define 
measures for sustainable logistics. In 2002 a team composed of relevant stakeholders developed an urban 
logistics and sustainable mobility programme. In 2006, 47 partners including logistics companies, railway 
and waterborne transport operators, suppliers and retailers drew up a charter (available to download 
below) of best practice on transport and distribution of goods in Paris to enhance the sustainability of 
transport and distribution activities.  
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4.3 Users and stakeholders 
Table 2 shows the stakeholders involved with each of the three solutions described 
above. It can be seen that the Land Use Master plan and the Monoprix Rail Project 
involve combinations of public and private partners. On the other hand, the Distripolis 
project is very much private sector oriented. Of particular interest in Table 2 is the 
involvement of local residents in the Monoprix project. 
Table 2: Users/stakeholders for the three solutions4 
Solution Users/stakeholders 
Land Use 
Master Plan 
 The City of Paris, who has the authority for land use decisions and building 
permits; 
 Real estate developers who develop logistic facilities, and who need to find 
economic advantages in developing urban logistics projects rather than other 
urban commercial uses (offices) or suburban logistics facilities; 
 Land owners which have land included into the UGSU area; 
 Transport companies and retailers agreeing to use urban facilities with railway or 
waterway access for their goods supplies. 
Distripolis  GEODIS 
 Three subsidiaries of GEODIS (Calberson, France Express and Geodis Ciblex)  
Monoprix Rail 
Project 
 The Monoprix company 
 The City of Paris 
 The Direction Régionale de l'Equipement (State’s regional agency for transport 
and land use matters), which decided to finance the initial project’s feasibility 
study 
 SNCF, the French national rail operator 
 Local residents  
 
4.4 Benefits, enablers and barriers 
Table 3 provides information about the benefits of the three solutions, along with lists 
of enablers and barriers. The benefits are mainly framed in terms of environmental 
benefits in the table. However, the three projects have also resulted in a variety of social 
and economic benefits. On the other hand it should be noted, under ‘barriers’ that 
social and economic factors are sometimes problematic. For example, the noise 
generated by any new solution can undermine its acceptability by residents living 
nearby. With respect to ‘enablers’, the key factor concerns cooperation both between 
private and public sectors, and also within each sector.  
                                                      
4 Sources: TURBLOG (2011), BESTFACT (2013) 
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Table 3: Benefits, enablers and barriers for the three solutions5 
Solution Benefits Enablers Barriers 
Land Use 
Master 
Plan 
 the Land Use 
Master Plan 
provides the 
basis for a large 
range of further 
environmentally 
sustainable urban 
logistics solutions 
 this type of plan shows a 
strong and long-term 
political commitment  
 businesses are 
increasingly looking for 
logistic sites in dense 
urban areas in order to 
reduce the distance 
travelled for their goods 
supplies 
  electoral change may put an 
end to the willingness of 
politicians to promote urban 
logistics land uses 
 public and private sectors do 
not have the same time 
scales with respect to 
planning 
 in binding the development 
of logistics areas with the 
use of rail, the municipality 
may prevent investors to 
start logistics operations in 
Paris 
Distripolis In 2014-2015 
  CO2 savings: 
1,742 t/year 
 NOx savings: 2.6 
t/year 
  CO savings: 1.9 
t/year  
 the use of clean and quiet 
equipment for the last 
kilometre reduces the 
risk of complaints by 
residents living locally 
Successful operation of the 
scheme would be threatened by 
 lack of progress in 
developing environmental 
regulations concerning 
urban freight  
 high long run costs 
 lack of technical efficiency of 
electric vehicles  
 
Monoprix 
Rail 
Project 
The shift from road 
to rail and LNG 
vehicles has resulted 
in  reductions of  
 410 000 t CO2 
per year 
 25 t NOx per 
year. 
 the environmental image 
of Monoprix is enhanced 
by the project 
 local, regional and 
national administrations 
were favourable to the 
project 
 difficulty in finding a good 
rail freight operator 
 rail freight facilities generate 
noise and many truck 
movements, and this can be 
a major barrier to local 
acceptability 
 
4.5 Looking into the future 
The solutions described in this section can all continue to play an important role in the 
future for helping to establish a well-planned and environmentally sustainable urban 
                                                      
5 Sources: TURBLOG (2011), ELTIS (2015b) 
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logistics system in Paris. The threats to each of the solutions are shown in the barriers 
column in Table 3, and the threats associated with each barrier need to be removed 
through intelligent planning and various types of cooperation.  
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5 Shanghai urban logistics solutions  
5.1 General Description 
Shanghai is located by the Yangtze River, close to the East China Sea extending 120 km 
from north to south and 100 km east to west, the city covers an area of over 6,340 
square kilometres, about 0.06% of the national territory. Except for a few hills lying in 
the southwest corner, most parts of Shanghai are flat and belong to the alluvial plain of 
the Yangtze River Delta.  As the centre of finance and trade, Shanghai registers the 
highest GDP in the China.  
 
Figure 9: GDP of Shanghai city 
Shanghai has 17 districts and 1 county. The 
downtown area is consisted of District 1-9 in the 
following map, while the rest are suburbs. 
However, the downtown area has become too 
crowded for the rapid growing population. The 
population of the city is 25 million registered as 
living in shanghai. In the core centre of Shanghai, 
there are three expressway circles: Inner Ring 
road, Central Ring and Outer Ring road. Ring roads 
are closed expressways (rural highway) basically 
with no traffic signals and no non-motor vehicles 
and pedestrians are allowed. The speed can be up 
to 80km/h-100km/h but the ring roads are 
frequently very congested. 
17,166 
19,196 20,182 
21,602 
23,561 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Shanghai GDP 
Unit: hundred million RMB  
Figure 11: Categorization by districts 
Figure 10 Categorization by district 
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In China, logistics is generally regarded as a low level industry, with a low level of 
educated staff, basic equipment, certification and organisation. The high number of 
logistics companies also creates fierce competition with overstaffing and low efficiency 
compared to European logistics companies. The logistics domain is dominated by owner 
transport operators and there are a relatively small number of large-scale logistics 
companies. Urban logistics uses generally basic flatbed diesel trucks, old-fashion 
tricycles and electric scooters. Loading and unloading are generally done manually. The 
usage of pallets and common loading units is very low due to lack of standardization. 
 
Figure 12: Loading general goods – without pallets – on a flat-bead trailer 
The authorities play an important role for freight transportation in China. The central 
government regulates vehicle production standards and toll-road fees. The central 
government also have responsibility for pollution and safety problems caused by freight 
transport.  There are two ministries, MPS (Ministry of public security, police) and MOT 
(Ministry of Transportation), that are most related to freight business, both form central 
government level and local government level. The regulation landscape is also very 
complicated regulated both centrally and locally and there is also different regulation 
for vehicles, roads and transportation. In addition the situation will vary from city to city 
in China. 
The Shanghai government is increasing the number of regulatory measures to handle 
the increasing congestion, environmental pollution and safety issues through limiting 
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the number of trucks into restricted city regions. The Shanghai government has been 
studying European cities and one measure is to increase the usage of vans the city 
replacing the larger trucks. Shanghai shows the best performance in China where the 
distribution is driven by high customer demands on fast deliveries. 
There are four main types of delivery operations in Shanghai; Express delivery, regular 
logistics delivery, special delivery and self-own delivery. 
Express delivery refers to quick delivery of small freights (one package less than 50kg), 
e.g. garments, documents, snacks, items for daily use, small quantity of IT products, etc. 
Express delivery is usually fast. The rapid growth of E-commerce in China is a strong 
support to the express delivery industry.  According to statistics from the State Post 
Bureau6, the express delivery volume totalled 540 million pieces during the 6-days 
Shopping Carnival of e commerce in 2014 (Nov 11-16). In 2014, the total express volume 
in China reached 13.95 billion pieces, exceeding the USA and becoming the world 
highest. In Shanghai, 1.28 billion freights were delivered through express companies in 
2014. That is each Shanghai resident sent/received 51 pieces on average. The volume 
increased by 35.1% over last year. The annual revenue of the industry totalled 36.13 
billion RMB, up 40.3% over last year. 
Regular logistics delivery; according to (incomplete) statistics from the local authorities, 
there are about 2,000 regular logistics delivery companies operating in Shanghai. The 
small scale ones only have 1-3 trucks, while large ones own about 40. No authority 
today keeps the statistics of regular logistics delivery volume, due to the large quantity 
and variety of cargos. However, according to the estimation of industry experts, the top 
5 companies take up 5%~10% of the market. Large logistics companies have their own 
warehouse and delivery networks. Meanwhile, small ones usually do not have them, 
and their transportation routes are determined according to customers’ needs. In 
addition, large logistic companies may outsource part of their transportation routes to 
small companies. 
Special logistics delivery companies refer to those which transport special cargos or 
have specific transport flow. The transportation follows a very sophisticated flow which 
is beyond handling by normal logistic companies. Such companies have very 
complicated management systems. They only account for a small proportion in the 
transportation industry. 
Self-owned delivery; In order to avoid the high cost of outsourcing the delivery, small 
and medium businesses, such as restaurants, hotels and IT stores, usually choose to 
                                                      
6 Sourced from State Post Bureau http://www.spb.gov.cn/xytj/tjxx/ 
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establish their own fleet of a few vans for delivery and procurement, due to diversified 
cargo categories, small cargo amount, random destinations and fixed delivery time. Only 
when their business grows to a certain scale, would they consider outsourcing their 
delivery.  
 
5.2 Solutions 
For this report the freight market has been selected as an example of an innovative 
logistics solution, not only valid for urban logistics but mainly also for inter-urban freight 
transport.  
5.2.1  The Freight Market 
The main purpose of the freight market is to link the owner-operator with the transport 
buyer through a transport agent, often using a cover logistics company. The Freight 
Market is usually a very large physical distribution centre for trucks. In Shanghai there 
are two main freight markets Huahuan and Hongbao. In the core of the Freight Market 
are the booths for the agents and the information screens displaying available shipment 
details. The freight markets also provide additional services - basic warehouse services, 
vehicle repair, spareparts restaurants, shops, hotel services, parking facilities and more 
to support the drivers and small fleet operators. 
 
Figure 13: The Hongbao freight market 
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Figure 14: The Huahuan freight market  
5.3 Users and stakeholders 
The key users and stakeholders at the freight market are the; Independent/Employed 
Drivers, Transport Agents, Logistics Companies, Freight Market and the Authorities. 
Driver/Owner operator; can be either independent or employed. The difference is that 
the independent driver often operates under a cover logistics company and is self-
employed. The way of doing business is usually based on a cash payment upon delivery, 
or when returning with a signed receipt. Drivers usually run fixed routes hence the need 
for finding shipment suited for the vehicle.   
Transport agent; acts as the intermediate between transport buyers and the drivers and 
owner operators. The agent posts transport jobs on large screens, charge a fee for 
exchange of information, bargains and sets up the contract. The relationship between 
the driver/owner operator and the transport agent is built on trust and experience. 
Logistics Companies; is often small or middle-sized and runs fixed lines and have usually 
offices in the freight markets in the cities where they operate. The company may hire 
warehouse capacity in the Freight market. 
Freight market owner; owns and operates the freight market providing booth for 
agents, information screens, terminals and other services such as restaurants, printers, 
computer rooms, showers, warehouses, hotel rooms and apartments. The users at the 
freight market needs to pay a fee for using the facilities at the freight market. 
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The authorities; acts in the background provide the for the publicly owned freight 
market. In this case there is a private freight market operator. 
 
5.4 The key success factors, enablers and barriers 
The key success factors for the freight market is that many agents and freight services 
are consolidated in one physical location. This makes is easy for the large community of 
owner operated logistics actors to access transport buyers without own logistics 
organisation and facilities. Hence it is possible to compete with the large logistics 
companies. Since the freight market also provide additional freight related services in 
addition the physical social networking opportunities it serves as a hub for truckers. 
There are some barriers and that is that the Freight market is a physical location 
meaning that it is necessary to travel to the location that may be both time consuming 
and costly. In addition there are the additional fees for using the freight market services 
and the costs for using the transport agents as the middle-man.    
 
5.5 Looking into the future 
The online freight market is growing in China and it is likely that the development will 
follow the e-commerce development and grow rapidly. There are many web-based 
online portals available today, but the trust and credibility is questioned by the users. 
   
A number of new on-line services freight market companies have been starting up 
providing a range of services as smart-phone apps. There is a close connection also to 
the social networks that is very commonly used in China.   
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6 Singapore urban logistics solutions 
6.1 General Description 
The World Bank ranked Singapore as the No 1 Logistic Hub in Asia in the 2014 Logistics 
Performance Index7 (Singapore Economic Development Board 2015). Singapore as small 
city-state has generally urbanises at a faster rate (as is common in fast growing cities in 
Asia) across limited space. While for passenger with its optimum efficiency a transport 
system can deliver, the issue is beyond the speed (Barter 2013); for freight the issue is 
about optimising land use (Connor 2013). Logistics in Singapore can be considered a 
fragmented market with relatively unregulated industry (Lau 2013). Several factors, 
however, influence the change including: population (demand) density and intensity, 
higher demands and expectation as e-commerce gains traction, environmental solutions 
as sustainability ranks higher in public and corporate consciousness, productivity as 
costs escalate and service levels become more acute, and leveraging analytics as ‘big 
data’ proliferates (Souza et al. 2013). Collaborative urban logistics concept (Figure 14) 
with synchronizing the last mile was proposed to address these challenges. 
 
Figure 15 Collaborative Urban Logistics, Source: (Souza et al. 2013) 
                                                      
7 LPI is an interactive benchmarking tool, consist of both qualitative and quantitative measures to 
measure performance along the logistics supply chain within a country (lpi.worldbank.org)  
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In brief, the four pillars of the proposed concept can be defined as (Source: Souza et al. 
2013): 
 Eco-friendly collaborative delivery is envisaged to optimising Logistics Service 
Providers (LSP) common routes with multiple pickup and delivery points according 
to schedule and time windows; 
 Multi-party coordination is promoting the use of consolidation centre concept in 
increasing load factor, decreasing freight vehicle in traffic, reducing GHG emissions, 
and improving overall service levels; 
 Data harmonization & analytic is a holistic information framework that aim to 
integrate data sources of last mile urban logistics operations; 
 Synchronization through multi-objective planning is envisaged to engage the above 
approaches offered into perspective that can enhance competitive advantage of the 
city. 
6.2 Solutions  
6.2.1 Vehicle Quota System (VQS)  
Despite no significant measures adopted for city logistics in Singapore, reducing reliance 
on private transport is one of the measures used to control road use in the latest 
Singapore Land Master Plan (Land Transport Authority 2013). Singapore is maintaining a 
sustainable growth rate of its vehicle population by the vehicle quota system (VQS) 
policy since 1990 (Barter 2013; Haque et al. 2013). The VQS works by determining a 
suitable number of new vehicles allowed for registration annually and subsequently 
letting the market forces determine the price of ownership via bidding Certificate of 
Entitlement (COE); and this COE will last for 10 years.  
Using VQS, the vehicle growth rate has been kept in tandem with rate of road 
development; where between 1990 and 2006, the rate was about 1.0% p.a. but rate of 
0.5% is projected for the next 15 years (Haque et al. 2013; Barter 2013).  To monitor the 
operation of the traffic to a level that is efficient and optimal, electronic pricing system 
(ERP) has been used that capable to collect charges at operating speed. Additionally, 
there are a number of smart control systems that manage traffic flow efficiently with 
24h monitoring of traffic flow on expressways, major arterials and intersections (Haque 
et al. 2013). It should be noted that Singapore’s ERP does not aim at limiting traffic like 
Road Congestion Charge in London, but rather to optimise speeds in order to maximise 
traffic flow at congested times (Barter 2013). 
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Figure 16 Traffic volume vs vehicle population growth in Singapore, Source: (Land Transport Authority 
2013) 
6.2.2 Retail Precinct Management (RPM) 
RPM aims to encourage different stakeholders to collaborate in addressing the issues of 
traffic congestion that challenges the development of a new growth area, which is the 
largest regional center development in Singapore (de Souza et al. 2015). The solution 
offered is a combination of city logistics measures including consolidation deliveries, 
optimisation of route, utilising loading docks, providing a dynamic visualization and 
analytics to help tracking and monitoring the deliveries and traffic flow in the area. 
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Figure 17 Retail Precinct Management Concept, Source: (de Souza et al. 2015) 
6.3 Users and stakeholders 
Since the solutions given above via RPM are rather at a pilot level, only a number of 
stakeholders can be identified who would contribute to the functioning of city logistics 
solutions (Source: Lau 2013; Lau 2014): 
1) Authorities: as enablers are expected to promote policy to reduce city 
congestion and pollution through city toll and delivery restriction,  
2) Business owners: as customers are expected to reduce cost with increasing 
flexibility, speed and service level.; and  
3) Logistics service providers: as partners are expected to optimise collaborative 
logistics services via adoption innovative solutions to further productivity.  
6.4 The key success impacts, key enablers, and barriers 
As indicated earlier that Singapore logistics industry is relatively unregulated, this 
implies that the market is quite robust with very little intervention needed to adjust to 
an expected situation. This is especially true as Singapore has been benefiting to play 
important role of a transit port city of a large economic region as well as a city-state, 
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where city governance of a country is organised at a city level. The position as a transit 
city forces Singaporean businesses to be very competitive to the surrounding 
international competitors that consequently drive the freight and logistics industry 
pursuing maximum efficiency to providing high quality service to the market it serves.  
It is well documented that Singapore’s urban transport system is well known as a policy 
success story, especially for managing road use and passenger demand. Freight and city 
logistics in Singapore is rather new area of research but that doesn’t mean that urban 
freight operation run inefficiently, as adoption of high density approaches (logistics 
storey building) to accommodating logistics activity in Singapore proved effective and 
can be a model for urban logistics compact city strategy elsewhere (Connor 2013). So, 
for key enabler, high global market demands to be more effective (as port city) with 
very little market intervention is one. Second, the optimum operation of road system to 
support traffic flow with much regulation controlling private vehicle us is certainly 
helping the freight traffic to run smoothly and efficient. Thirdly, the size of the country 
which practically is a city helps create an efficient government and governance. 
One potential barrier for the implementation of the solutions offered is the awkward 
response from the freight and logistics industry towards a new approach for city 
logistics treatment. This is especially the case where market intervention for city 
logistics in Singapore is rather unknown field.  
6.5 Looking into the future 
The fact that research for city logistics solutions in Singapore has only been recorded 
not long ago; there are two conclusions that can be drawn. Firstly, the city logistics issue 
in Singapore is only recently gaining attention from the government to pursue global 
logistics competitiveness as can be seen with the research funded projects that’s been 
reported above. Secondly, with the on-going research for city logistics solutions offered, 
there is very little known of its impact to be reported in this Deliverable as yet.  
Nevertheless the limited information that can be drawn from the research, looking into 
the future of the above two solutions, the on-going VQS operation in Singapore can 
certainly become a good example on how to control transport demand in big cities 
across the globe, although its implementation in different settings (politically, 
geographically, and so forth) may not necessarily suit to the cause; the adoption of RPM, 
on the other hand can also be a good pilot (for other big cities) on how city logistics 
planning can play its role to address smart urban freight solution.   
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7 Utrecht urban logistics solutions 
7.1 General Description 
Utrecht is the Netherlands’ fourth largest city and has a population of approximately 
330K inhabitants. As TURBLOG (2011) explains, until around the year 2000 there was 
relatively little coherence in the policy measures of Utrecht in the area of urban freight 
logistics, with measures being implemented on a singular ad hoc basis (as, arguably, 
they are implemented in most other cities). However, since 2003 Utrecht has structured 
its approach to urban logistics in terms of ‘policy packaging’, by thinking through how 
the various solutions at its disposal interact with each other and how their introduction 
can be scheduled for optimum synchronised effect. Figure 18 provides a timeline 
showing the measures that were introduced both before and after 2003. This section 
concentrates upon the milieuzone (low emission zone), originally implemented in 2007 
and two innovative vehicle delivery solutions. The first of these is the Beer Boat, which 
was originally implemented in 1996 but has had various adaptations since then, such as 
the replacement of the original boat by a zero-emission electric boat in 2010. The 
second is the Cargohopper, introduced in 2009. References giving further information 
about these solutions are provided at relevant points below, whilst an overview of 
Utrecht´s approach to urban logistics is given by Browne et al (2012). 
 
Figure 18: Evolution of policy solutions for urban logistics in Utrecht 
Source: Buck Consultants, reproduced in TURBLOG (2011) 
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7.2 Solutions  
7.2.1 Environmental zone - LEZ 
In July 2007 Utrecht introduced an environmental zone (LEZ) in the inner-city of Utrecht, 
for the area shown in Figure 19. The objective of the environmental zone was to ban 
lorries that cause heavy pollution from the city centre. Currently, trucks and lorries with 
a weight greater than 3.5T need to have a Euro 4 engine (or higher) in order to enter the 
LEZ. Further information about the evolution of the LEZ can be found in SUGAR (2011) 
and TURBLOG (2011)8.  
 
 
Figure 19: Environmental zone in Utrecht 
  
                                                      
8  http://urbanaccessregulations.eu/countries-mainmenu-147/netherlands-mainmenu-
88/utrecht 
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7.2.2 Innovative delivery vehicles: Beer Boat and Cargohopper 
The City of Utrecht has implemented two highly innovative methods for sustainable 
delivery vehicles, the Beer Boat and the Cargohopper. Information about these two 
projects, from ELTIS (2015) is given in Box 3. Further information is available from 
TURBLOG (2011), Hoetges et al (2012), BESTFACT (2013a and 2013b), CIVITAS MIMOSA 
(2012) and CIVITAS (2015). 
Box 3: Beer Boat and Cargohopper (source: ELTIS, 2015)  
By Editor / Updated: 11 May 2015 
 
The city of Utrecht is a densely populated city, with its centre being of major historical and cultural 
importance. But its ancient streets are being damaged by traditional forms of road freight transport. To 
tackle this problem the city introduced two new and innovative methods of transport: the waterborne 
electric Beer Boat, and the solar-powered electric freight road vehicle known as the Cargohopper. This 
has resulted in a reduction in emissions, noise and freight traffic, and increased the safety and quality of 
life for city residents. 
Utrecht is the Netherlands’ fourth largest city and the capital of Utrecht province. It has a population of 
328 577. By 2025 it is expected to rise to over 392 000. Utrecht plays a central part in Dutch commerce - 
but its freight distribution, with heavy vehicles causing damage, noise and air pollution, became a major 
concern for residents and posed a threat to the fragile buildings and streets originating from the Early 
Middle Ages. In 2008, with the help of the CIVITAS MIMOSA project, Utrecht produced a freight 
distribution plan. Measures to improve freight logistics with the involvement of and co-operation 
between companies were put in place, including time restrictions for vehicles entering the city and the 
designation of low-emission zones. However, more was needed to keep Utrecht accessible and 
sustainable, so in co-operation with MIMOSA, it introduced two additional measures as part of its 2011 
Action Plan Freight Transport. 
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7.3 Users and stakeholders 
Table 4 shows the user and stakeholders for the two solutions. The two delivery 
solutions reveal successful cooperation between public and private stakeholders. 
Table 4: Users and stakeholders for the two solutions 
Solution Users/stakeholders 
Environmental zone  National Government 
 Municipality of Utrecht 
Innovative delivery 
vehicles: Beer Boat / 
Cargohopper 
Beer Boat 
 City of Utrecht (Department of Public Works) 
 Four breweries 
 One catering industry wholesaler 
 65 final customers 
 
Cargohopper 
 Hoek Transport 
 Municipality of Utrecht.   
Sources: SUGAR (2011),  BESTFACT (2013a), BESTFACT (2013b) 
7.4 Benefits, enablers and barriers 
Table 5 shows the benefits of the two solutions in quantitative environmental terms. 
The two delivery solutions also had benefits in reducing traffic congestion and noise in 
the central area of Utrecht, whilst improving safety and overall livability (ELTIS, 2015). 
Table 5: Benefits of the two solutions 
Solution Benefits 
Environmental 
zone 
 City centre side of LEZ zone border : 0.2-2.6 mg/m3 reduction of PM10; 
 Other side of LEZ zone border: 0.1-1.1 mg/m3 reduction of PM10 
Innovative 
delivery 
vehicles: Beer 
Boat / 
Cargohopper 
Beer boat 
 Introduction of a zero emission vessel (in 2010) gave immediate emission 
benefits of reductions of: 38 tonnes of CO2, 31 kg of NOx; and 6 kg of PM10 
emissions  
Cargohopper 
 Removal of 122,000 delivery van kilometers from the inner-city streets per year; 
 It saves up to 24,000 liters of diesel fuel per year; 
 It reduces the emission of CO2 up to 34 tonnes per year; 
Sources: TURBLOG (2011), CIVITAS MIMOSA (2012), ELTIS (2015) 
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Table 6 shows the enablers and barriers for the two solutions. A significant enabler that 
is shown for the delivery vehicle solutions, but which applies also to all Utrecht´s 
successful urban logistics policies, concerns the approach taken to agree upon a long-
term goal for the city, followed by a process to identify how the goal is to be reached. 
Table 6: Enablers and barriers for the two solutions9 
Solution Enablers Barriers 
Environmental 
zone 
 the smooth and gradual introduction of 
the LEZ. 
 penalty for non-compliance with the 
admission criteria is currently € 230 
 vehicle adaptation costs of 
approximately €10,000 per vehicle 
 initial problem due to freight being 
switched to smaller trucks for 
entry to the LEZ: emission 
restrictions are now also in place 
though for such vehicles. 
Innovative 
delivery 
vehicles: Beer 
Boat / 
Cargohopper 
Both solutions 
 agreement on a long-term goal, followed 
by a process of working backwards to a 
plan of operation and attempts to bridge 
the gaps between different stakeholders   
 
Beer Boat 
 the end-customer costs are low as it is 
publicly subsidised 
 the existence of shops and cafes next to 
the canal used by the Beer Boat 
 
Cargohopper 
 the operations of the Cargohopper are 
not subsidised by the government 
 the vehicle is narrow (only 1.25 m wide) 
so when it stops to make a delivery in 
narrow streets, most of the other traffic is 
able to pass 
Beer Boat 
 high original investment 
 possibility of companies refusing 
to share deliveries with 
competitors in fear of giving away 
sensitive business information  
 
 
 
Cargohopper 
 the vehicle has several technical 
limitations (in terms of cargo, 
maximum speed and maximum 
range) and is best suited to short 
distance, low speed operations. 
 
7.5 Looking into the future 
The two solutions identified in this section are liable to continue proving successful for 
helping the development of sustainable mobility of Utrecht. For this success to be 
maintained, though, there needs to continue to be a process of ongoing readjustment of 
                                                      
9 Sources: TURBLOG (2011), CIVITAS MIMOSA (2012), BESTFACT (2013a), ELTIS (2015) 
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solutions in order to deal with barriers as they arise, and to ensure that the overall 
agreed goals of the city can be reached.  
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8 Conclusions 
The innovative urban logistics solutions described in this deliverable cover the following 
main aspects: collaboration, planning, vehicle technology and services. These solutions 
aim to meet the overall challenges of urban logistics of urban space, noise, emissions, 
safety and congestion. A mapping for the different solutions is listed in  
Table 7.   
 
Table 7: Main aspects of solutions covered in the deliverable 
City Selections of Urban 
Logistics Solutions 
Collaboration Planning  Vehicle 
Technology 
Services 
Gothenburg Stadsleveransen X  EV  
Climate smart city 
distribution (KNEG) 
X    
Micro terminal X  EV  
London Fleet Operator 
Recognition Scheme 
(FORS) 
   X 
Delivery and Servicing 
Plans (DSP) 
 X   
Construction Logistics 
Plans (CLOCS) 
 X   
Paris Logistics in the Paris 
land use master plan;  
 X   
Distripolis;  X  EV   
Monoprix Rail Project X  LNG  
Shanghai The Freight Market X X  X 
Singapore Vehicle Quota System 
(VQS) 
 X   
Retail Precinct 
Management (RPM) 
X    
Utrecht Environmental zone; 
Innovative delivery 
vehicles (LEZ) 
 X   
Beer Boat and 
Cargohopper 
X  EV (Solar)  
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The main conclusions of the deliverable are: 
 Improved collaboration between the different stakeholders highlights the 
opportunities of improving the utilization of shared resources, such as 
warehouses and vehicles. The KNEG solution also involves the sharing of 
resources between public transport and freight.  
 Focusing on planning and policy measures is another way to approach urban 
logistics as demonstrated in some of the solutions. 
 Introducing new technology in the distribution vehicles are demonstrated in 
some of the solutions. This could be either small electrified last-mile distribution 
vehicles, electric larger distribution vehicles or LNG vehicles to reduce emissions. 
Noise is an area of concern. 
 Introduction of Services is demonstrated mainly in the FORS and Freight market 
solutions. This highlights the importance of connecting the different 
stakeholders providing both guidance and advice and the Shanghai case also 
through the on-line freight market. The latter also connect to the increasing 
demand from e-commerce and changing consumers’ behaviour and new 
innovative service solutions play an important role. E-commerce will also have a 
secondary effect on traffic reducing the number consumer trips. 
This deliverable provides examples of evidence that there are opportunities in 
sharing international experiences between Europe and Asia. It is also important to 
point out that Latin America, even though this region is not the source of worldwide 
best solutions, can benefit greatly from experiences of other locations. 
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10 Annex - Criteria of Selection of Best Practice 
The solutions have been selected according to the following criteria; 
No. Criteria Definition 
01 
Innovation 
Degree 
Solution is comparatively new and has not experienced broad 
diffusion in practice 
 
02 Policy Relevance 
Solution addresses a range of key policy objectives (e.g. 
economic efficiency; modal shift; social inclusion; 
environmental sustainability; increased accessibility etc.) 
03 
Civic delivery 
team 
Resource capability to successfully deliver the solution 
 
04 Maturity 
Solution is ready for implementation, having passed pilot or 
experimental stages and can build on working examples in one 
or more cities 
05 Global Potential 
Solution could become implemented broadly across 
countries/cultures/regions 
06 
Localised 
applicability 
Solution addresses a very particular issue with a limited take-up 
potential 
07 Complementarity 
Represents a promising complement for other (innovative) 
solutions 
08 
Expected 
Impacts 
Previous implementation of solution has had social, economic 
and environmental impacts 
09 Measurability 
Progress of solution implementation can be measured 
sufficiently 
10 
Public 
Acceptance 
Solution is likely to have a wide public acceptance 
11 
Expandability/ 
Scalability 
Solution can be up-scaled to accommodate different contexts 
and situations 
 
